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In this paper we give concrete evidence for the rule of thumb “‘anything 
which is true for free products of groups must already be true of free groups.” 
We show that almost all nontrivial free products of groups (the single excep- 
tion being Z, * Z,), including the non-Abelian free groups, are indistinguish- 
able by positive sentences of the first order theory of groups. Actually, this 
result follows from the somewhat stronger theorem I below. 
THEOREM Ii. Let @ be a positive jirst order sentence i% the language of soavze 
countable free group F.l Let G( C& 2,) and H be nontrivial groups. Then there is 
an embedding of F into G*H such that CD holds in F zy and only it holds in G*H. 
The truth of this theorem where G and H are taken to be free has already 
been noted in 141. It is quite easy to show that the positive first order sentences 
in the language of a free group F have a type of elimination of quantifiers 
(see 1.4 below). The difficult part of this paper (Lemma 3.1) is devote 
showing that, given an expression W(c, x) = 1 in the language of F, then 
there is an embedding of F into G*H such that if the expression is satisfiable 
in the latter group, then it is also satisfiable in F. To show that the embedding 
that we shall give has the desired property, we regard the embedding as a 
quotient map from d = G*H*F onto G*H (via the induced map) We then 
apply tbe graph-theoretic techniques introduced by Eyndon for small- 
cancellation quotients of free products of groups to show that our embedding 
behaves appropriately. 
* This research w-as carried out while the author held a NATO Postdoctoral 
Fellowship at the University of Oxford. 
1 Throughout this paper “free group ” is to be taken to mean “‘free group of rank 
at least 2.” 
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1. 
The basic language L of this paper is the first order language of group 
theory with individual variables x1 , x2 ,..., a single individual constant 1, 
operation symbols * and -l (the . will usually be omitted), the predicate =, 
and the logical symbols N, &, V, V’, and 3. Given a group G, the language of G 
LG is obtained from L by adding a new constant “g” (name of g) for each 
element g of G. By an abuse of notation, we will use the same symbol to 
denote an element of G and the corresponding constant of LG. In LG terms are 
freely reduced words on the variables, constants, and their inverses, where 
the reduction is carried out in the group G*(xJ*(x,j* ... . Atomicformulas or 
equations are expressions of the form t = 1 where t is a term. Well formed 
formula, and sentence are defined in the usual way. We shall assume that all 
well formed formulas are in prenex normal form with their matrices in 
disjunctive normal form. A sentence will be called positive if it is logically 
equivalent to one which does not involve the negation symbol N. The notions 
of satisfaction and validity are defined in the usual way; in particular, if 
h: G + H is a homomorphism, then the constant “g” for g in G is interpreted 
as hg when one is interpreting a sentence of LG in H (the homomorphism in 
question will always be clear from the context). 
Throughout this work we will let G(+ 2,) and H be nontrivial groups and 
F be a free group. Let a = (a1 , a2 ,..., a,) be a finite sequence of nontrivial 
elements from the groups G, H, and F; suppose also that each a, in F is a 
freely reduced word in the free group sense. We will call a freely reduced2 if, 
for each i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, (i) ai and ai+l are in distinct factors of the free 
product d = G*H*F or (ii) both ai and a,+r are in the factor F but there is 
no cancellation in the product aiai+, . If b is an element of A, a normal form 
for b is a freely reduced sequence a such that 1T7ai = b. It is clear that each 
element of A possesses a normal form. For b in A, the length of b, 1 b / is the 
sum of the number of elements from G and H and the sum of the free group 
lengths of the elements from F in a normal form for b. It is clear that j b 1 does 
not depend on which normal form is chosen. 
Let a and b be elements of d. We say that there is no cancellation in the 
productabif/abI=/aI+IbI.W d e enote this by ab = a . b. If j ab 1 >, 
I a 1 + 1 b / - 1 then there is almost no cancellation in the product ab; this is 
denoted ab = a : b. (ab = a : b if and only if ab = a . b or the last factor a, 
in a normal form for a and the first factor b, in a normal form for b lie in the 
same one of (G, H} and anbl f 1.) An element a of A is cyclically reduced if 
anal = a, . a, for all normal forms a, ,..., a, for a. 
2 The next three definitions are relative to some arbitrary but fixed free generating 
set for F, which will remain fixed for this paper. 
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be a set of elements of A. R is symmet~~ixed (i) if each element of 
is cyclically reduced, (ii) if Y is in R, then so is r-l, and (ii 
for some z, x-%z. is cyclically reduced, then a-% is in R. If 
and there exist elements a and b of R and a’, b’, and c of d such that a = c : a’ 
and b = c : b’, then c is termed apiece (relative to R). The notation A/R 
abbreviate the expression: “The factor group of A by the normal closure of 
If a is an element of A, the G-skeleton of a is the image of a under the canon- 
ical projection of A onto G. The H-skeleton andF-skeleton are defined analog- 
ously. 
Let Q(c) be a positive sentence in the language LF for F a finitely 
generated free group of rank at least 2, where c, a i-tuple of elements of F, 
includes all of the elements named in @i(c). The principal goal of this paper 
is to prove Theorem I. The argument will be similar to the argument in [ 
for the proof of Theorem 1.1 below. However, argument for Theorem I 
is complicated by the fact that the factors G H may involve torsiorr 
elements. The first four theorems are proved in 141, Cl], [3], and [4], respec- 
tively. 
TNEOREM I. 1. Let F and F’ be countable non-abelian free groups. Let 
be a positive sentence of LF. Then there is an embedding of F into F’ such that 
G(c) holds in F if and only q it holds in F’. 
HEOREM 1.2. Let @ be a sentence of a jyst order language. Q is equivalent 
to a positive sentence if and only zy, whenever CD holds in a model M, CD holds in 
all quotients of M. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let F and F’ be free groups with rank F 3 2. Let Q(C) be a 
positive sentence ofLF. G(c) holds in F ijf and only ifit holds irzF*F. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let B(c) be a positive sentence of LF. @ holds iz F if and on& 
if an ianstance CD* of CD holds in F where CD* is obtained.from @ by replacing the 
existentiall?, bound variables by terms in the constants and the preceding (iti the 
pre$x) mziversally bound variables. 
LEMMA 1.5. To prove Theorem I, it sufices to show that, for some @zitely 
generated free group F, , for alzy positive sentence Q(C) in the language LFo 
&here is czn embedding of F,, into G*H such that C@(C) holds in FO if and ordy if it 
holds in G*H. 
Proof. Suppose that Theorem I holds in the special case of the hypothesis 
of this lemma. Let @(c,) be a positive sentence of LF. The desired embedding 
of F into @*pi is obtained by first embedding F into I”;b by 1.1 and then 
embedding F, into G*H by the hypothesis of this lemma. 
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For the rest of this discussionF will always be taken to be finitely generated, 
and a(c) a positive sentence of LF. 
LEMMA 1.6. If Q(c) holds in F and if h is any embedding of F into G*H, then 
(i) D(c) holds in A = G*H*F, 
(ii) Q(e) holds in G*H. 
Proof. (i) Let F’ be the free group on some generating set S for G*H. 
Since Q(c) holds in F, it holds inF’*F by 1.3. Therefore it holds in A since 
@p(c) is positive and 1.2 applies. (ii) The homomorphism h from A + G*H 
defined by hf = {, f in F, hy = y, y in G*H, gives G*H as a quotient of A 
and sends c to e. Therefore, @(c?) holds in G*H by 1.2. 
Suppose that Q(c) has t universally bound variables. By 1.3, we may 
assume that F has at least t free generators which do not appear in c. Suppose 
that F = (6, ,..., 6, , S,+1 ,..., a,,,) where the last t 6’s do not appear in c. 
By 1.4, to prove Theorem I, it suffices to prove that A satisfies an instance CD* 
of @ of the following form: CD* is obtained from @ by replacing each existen- 
tially bound variable x of CD be a suitable term involving the constants c and 
the universally bound variables which precede x in the prefix of @. In the 
theory of F, it is clear that such a sentence is equivalent to the formula CD” 
obtained from @* by replacing each of the universally bound variables 
x1 ,..., xt of @* by a,+1 ,..., a,+, , respectively, and discarding the quantifiers. 
LEMMA 1.7. To prove Theorem I, it sufices to show that if CD(E) holds in 
G*H then CD* holds in A, provided that the embedding h was appropriately 
chosen. 
Let g, , g, , and g, be distinct elements of G. Let h # 1 in H. Let ai = 
g,lhg, . 
LEMMA 1.9. ,B = u1u2 and y = ala3 freely generate afree subgroup of G*H. 
Proof. Let W(x, y) be a freely reduced word on the variables x and y of 
length n > 0. Then / IV@, y)j > n. 
Let 01~ = /Pi@. Given a positive integer p, let r(i, p) = oliu+l~iu+2 ... D~(~+Q,. 
The desired embedding of F into G*H will be given by & + r(i, pi) where 
p is an appropriate nondecreasing sequence of positive integers. To show 
this we will investigate the quotient from A onto G*H obtained by adding 
the relations S;‘r(i, pi) to the presentation of A. The techniques of 
Lyndon [2] and Schupp [5] will be used heavily. 
Let A be the symmetrized set of elements of A generated by the relators 
S;‘r(i, &. The elements of R are of the form 
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where E = &I and AB = A : B = CX~~,+~ . Since p is a nondecreasing 
sequence of integers, pieces must be te;minal segments of A and initial 
segments of B. In particular no + and no 6, is contained in a piece. For the 
above relator we term aiU ,+j the spoiled a. 
A map M in the Euclidean plane 17 is determined iby a finite set of points 
called vertices and simple arcs called edges. Both ends of an edge are to be 
vertices; no edge has internal vertices; and one edge is incident to another 
only at a vertex. The degree of a vertex is the number of edges incident to it. 
A region p of M is a bounded component of 17 - It&. We consider only simply 
connected regions and maps. The boundary M’ of M is the topological 
boundary of the unbounded component of 17 - M. 
Given the free product of groups A, a symmetrized set S of elements of A, 
and an S-sequence (that is, a finite sequence of conjugates of elements of S), 
-1 zll SiUl )..., uglspuz, ) an S-diagram for this sequence is a map M together 
with a labeling function X such that (i) each oriented edge E of M has as 
label h(E), an eIement of A, (ii) the oppositely oriented edge &‘-I has as label 
[h(E)]-‘, (iii) the boundary M’ is connected and contains a vertex 0 such that, 
if Ei ,..., ITk are the successive edges in a positive boundary cycle of M 
beginning at C, then the product of the labels A(&) X(E,) ... A(&) = 
A(El) : A(E2) : ... : X(E,) = Ilz4;‘siui , (iv) if I3 is any region of M and if 
ITI ,~.., I?+,< are the successive edges in a positive boundary cycie of Lp starting 
at some point P on La’, then A(&‘,) A(&) ... X(&J = X(IQ : h(E,) : .‘. : X(E,) 
and this product is an element of S, (v) if ITI , IT2 , Ea are three edges such 
that J!& u Ea u ~!?a is an arc and if A = (A(&), A(&), h(Q), then A c G and 
A Q H. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Eyndon). There exists an S-diagram for every s-sequence. 
This diagram is connected and simply connected. 
An Ssequence a, ,..., a, is called minimal if its product is not equal. to the 
product of another S-sequence b, ,..., b, with 1z < m. An S-diagram is called 
reduced if it does not have a pair of regions D, and D, with D; CT 0,’ # z 
and the label on (& u D,)’ freely reducibie to 1. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Schupp). The diagram of a rn~~~rna~ S-sequence is reduced. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Lyndon). If &I is the diagram of a minimal h’-sequence, 
then there is a region D such that D n M’ contains an edge and is a consecuthe 
part of IV” in some boundary cycle of M. 
3 For a detailed discussion of the first part of this section through Lemma 2.3, 
the reader is referred to [2] and [5]. 
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An arc in M bounded by vertices of degree at least three whose interior 
contains no vertices of degree more than two is called a segment. Given any 
map M, we may construct a map M* in which all edges are segments, by 
simply deleting all vertices of degree two, combining the incident edges, and 
multiplying the corresponding labels. Since edges whose interiors do not lie 
on the boundaries of regions can only meet the boundaries of regions in 
vertices of degree at least three, a segment in M’ containing such an edge may 
only meet the boundary of a region at its ends. Similarly, given two distinct 
edges El and E, and two distinct regions D, and D, such that El lies in 
D,’ n M’ and E, lies in D; n M., then El and E, can only meet at a vertex 
of degree at least three. Hence E, and E, must lie in distinct segments in M’. 
It follows at once that a segment in M’ is either a maximal connected part 
of M’ n D’ for some region D, or else it is a simple arc whose interior does 
not meet the boundary of any region. 
The following lemma is proved in [4]. 
LEMMA 2.4. If M is a reduced map with v > 0 regions, then the number of 
segments in M. is at most 4v - 1. 
Let w be a reduced word of A with at most p occurrences of letters i$ . 
Suppose that w = 1 in A/R, where R is the symmetrized set generated by the 
words 8;‘r(i, ui). Then the reduced diagram for a minimal sequence whose 
product is w will have at most p regions since each region D must have an 
occurrence of some 23:’ in its boundary label. Because labels on interior edges 
are pieces, no S:r can occur in the label of an interior edge. Therefore, each 
occurrence of 8:’ can be on the boundary of at most one region. 
Henceforth, M will always be taken to be the diagram of some minimal 
S-sequence. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let D, and D, be two regions of M. Then D,’ CI D,’ is connected. 
Proof. Note that M can have no vertices of degree 1 except the base 
point 0. Let PI and Pz be vertices on disconnected pieces of D; n D;. 
D,’ is divided into two arcs A, and A, from PI to Pz . Similarly, D; is divided 
into two arcs A, and A, . Since Al-A, are boundary arcs of regions, they can- 
not cross. Thus, the complement of the unbounded component bounded by 
a pair of these arcs (say A,A,l) must contain the other two arcs, A, and A, . 
Since there are no vertices of degree 1, and since A, and A, must be distinct 
(otherwise the part of D,’ n D,’ from Pl to Pz would be connected) the arc 
A,A;l must bound a part of M containing a region D. D’ n A,A;l cannot 
contain any edges because A, n A, and A, n A, cannot contain edges and 
A, and A, cannot cross. In particular, the edge of D’ whose label contains a 
8$’ must be interior to M. This is a contradiction. 
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C0ROLLARV 2.6. If all edges of a reduced map M are segments, and ;S D, 
and D, aye distinct regions, then D,’ n D,’ consists QJ either the em$ty set, 
a single vertex, OY an edge and the two vertices at its ends. 
Let W(u, y) be an equation in the language of A. Suppose that there are 
at most p occurrences of St”, that there are at most s variables in y, that for 
each subword a of W(U, y) on the letters of G*W, / a I < Y’ and that 
/ W(u, y)l in the group A+( yr ,yz ,...,y,) is at most L. Suppose that ,U 
is a positive integer exceeding YT ~5p--whererr=L(j2+s)+~~-_. 
Suppose that elements v of G*H are chosen such that W(u, V) = L in A/ 
where R is the symmetrized set generated by the words E;‘T(i, p)~ 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist elements + of A such that W(u, 17) = i in A. 
Proofs If W(u, v) = 1 in d we are done. For the rlast of the proof suppose 
this is not so. We may assume that W(u, y) is freely reduced, possibly 
renaming the constants. We will call a pair consisting of an equation W(u, y) 
and a choice of elements v of G*H such that W(U, V) = 1 in A/R a coz@e. 
A couple is condensed, if for each adjacent pair (a, b) of u=~‘s or &l’s, which 
actually occurs upon substitution of the v’s for the y’s? ab = a : b, Tl?e 
following sublemma shows that we may assume that we are given a condensed 
couple. 
SUBLEMMA 3.2. For each couple w(u, y) and V, with at most s variables, 
there is a condensed couple W,(u, , yO) a%d v, with at most s2 + s variables 
such that W(u, v) = 1 if and only if W,(u, , vo) = 1 Zrz .A/ 
(a,, y,)~ < (9 + s) 1 W(u, y)] where the lengths are computed in d “(yO , y). 
The proof of Sublemma 3.2 differs only slightly from the proof of the 
corresponding fact for free groups in [4] and, hence, will be omitted. 
We shail require the following facts about the expression W&u, , yu): First, 
each step performed in the construction of W,(u, , yo) from W(u, y) is 
reversible. Second, the number-p of occurrences of the letters 8:” is unchanged. 
Third, the bound r on the lengths of subwords on the letters of G*H is not 
increased. 
Continuation of the proqf of 3.1. Since W,,(u, , v,J = 1 in A 
must be the product of a minimal sequence of conjugates of el 
of length at most p because there are only p occurrences of the letters 8:’ in it. 
Let M be the corresponding reduced map in which all edges are segments. 
A&. has at most 4p - 1 boundary edges, and gives rise to a partition of the 
word W,(u, , v,,) into at most 4p - 1 cells. W,(u, , yO) gives another partition 
of LVO(uO , v,J into at most (9 + s)L cells where a ceil either contains an 
occurrence of an element of uO, or an element of vO , because the couple is 
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condensed. The bound is a crude estimate of the length of W,(u, , yo) in the 
free product O*(y,,). The estimate was computed as follows: W(u, y) has 
length L. The application of Sublemma 3.2 results in a reduced couple with 
at most s2 + s variables in which the equation has length at most L(se + s). 
Call the cells in this latter partition u-cells and v-cells according as they 
contain elements of u,, or v,, . These two partitions have a coarsest common 
refinement 1T which contains at most 4p - 1 + L(s2 + s) = v cells. 
Let Mr be the map obtained from M by adding boundary vertices of 
degree 2 to reflect the partition Ii’of the word W(u, , v,,). Since W,(u, , va) f 1 
in A, MI has regions. The total number of regions cannot exceed p, as was 
noted earlier. Each region D has exactly p occurrences of us , where y = +zs , 
on D’. Call an occurrence of a3 spoiled for MI if the element of R obtained by 
choosing a vertex on D’ as base point has the factor oli containing the occur- 
rence of the y corresponding to this a3 spoiled. Since each region shares at 
most p - 1 edges with other regions by Corollary 2.6 and since M’ has at 
most 4p - 1 edges, D. has at most 4p - 1 + p - 1 = 5p - 2 edges and 
5p - 2 vertices. Thus, at most 5p - 2 occurrences of aa are spoiled for a 
given region. Thus, the labels on D’ contain at least p - (5p - 2) unspoiled 
as occurrences, and these are divided into at most v cells (since all unspoiled 
as occurrences must be on the boundary). By the pigeon-hole principle, 
some cell must contain at least (p - 5p + 2)/r of these occurrences. This 
cell cannot be a subcell of a u-cell because subwords of elements of us have 
length at most Y and (p - 5p + 2)/ v exceeds Y. Consequently, it must be 
a subcell of a v-cell. Let u be the corresponding element of v,; suppose that 
ZI = a : b : c where b is the contents of the cell under examination. There is 
a relator CJ in R with initial segment b-r. Let 6 = abm. If one replaces w by B 
in v, to obtain Q, , one sees that W(u, , GO) is equal to a product of a minimal 
sequence with at least one less term in it, because the region D in M, can be 
freely cancelled to 1, with the new labelling. 
If the preceding relabeling procedure is applied at most p times, one 
obtains a diagram with no regions-that is, one which corresponds to a 
sequence which can be freely reduced to 1 in A. If -+a is the sequence resulting 
from vs by the procedure of the preceding paragraphs, W,(u, , i;,,) = 1 in A. 
By reversing the processes of Sublemma 3.2, we can then calculate words + 
such that W(u, +) = 1 in d. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let P(u, y) be a positive quanti$er-free predicate in L. 
Suppose that there exist elements v of G*H such that P(u, v) holds in A/R, 
and suppose that the value of the parameter p was chosen suficiently large. Then 
there exist elements ir of A such that P(u, C) holds in A. 
Proof. Simply dovetail the procedures of Lemma 3.1 for all of the equa- 
tions W(u, v) = 1 which hold in A/R. 
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Given a positive predicate P(u, y) in the language of d, let 
the least integer such that if p 3 BIG(P, U) then for any tupie v of elements 
of G”H such that P(u, v) h 0 Id s in O/R, once can find elements ii such that 
P(u, G) holds in A. 
THEOREM I. Let F be a countable free group and let G(c$ .Z2) and H be 
nontrivial fTee groups. Let a(c) be a positive sentence of LF. Then there is alz 
embedding ofFinto G*H such that @(CT) holds inF$aand olzly ifit holds in G*H. 
Proof. Let t be the number of universally bound variables in P(c). 
Recall that by Lemmas 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 it suffices to prove that if G(e) holds 
in P (a Kg. free group of rank at least t), then a special instance of @, @+, 
holds in A. Recall that ds* is obtained from 0 by first replacing each existen- 
tially bound variable x in @ by a term in the constants c and the universally 
bound variables preceding x, then replacing distinct universaily bound 
variable by distinct generators of F which do not appear in c, and finally 
by discarding the quantifiers. 
Without Ioss of generality, we may assume that the initial quantifier in the 
prefix of @D(c) is existential, and that there are 2m alternations of quantifier 
type. Thus Q(c) is of the form (3x1)(Vx2) ..* (3x,,+,) P(c, x1 )‘.‘, x.~~+~) 
where P is positive and quantifier-free. Let xai have Lo members. We wili 
define a finite sequence of positive integers p.? and some finite sequences of 
elements of A, uO, vp ,..., u,, , vZm+l inductively. Recall that F = (6, ). .., 8, y 
6 n+l ,.‘., Sn+t). Let u. = c. Let pE I . . . . pn be IG(P, ug) + I. (~X~)(VX2) ‘.. 
(3X2rdl) w%l~ Xl ?..*J %m+1 holds in G*Hx(laO)/{6, = T(i: pi), Si in u@>; let vg 
tantiation in that group of the first block of existential quantifiers. 
be the sequence 6,+r ,..., 6,+,1. Suppose that ngi has been defined. 
+I be a true instantiation of the first block. of existential quantifiers 
in the sentence (~x,~+,)(!+x,~+,) ... P(u,, vr ,~.ls uzi ) xzi+r ,..., xzm+r) in 
GxH*(u, >*.., u~~)/(?$ = r(j, ,uj), Sj in uO , u2 ,... or uzi}. Then let ti2i+z be the 
first tit1 6’s after those in uzi and let pj for Sj in s.I.~~+~ be the least integer 
exceeding BIG(P, (uO, vr ,..., I.Q~+~)) and all ,u,~ for 6, in 
Suppose that all of ps ) . . . . P,+~, (IQ,, vr ,..., vzR1+.r) have en defined. Let 
K 7% ,.‘., KO be the groups: I& E O/(Sj = r(j, r/lj)}, where the 6’s in the kernel 
include all those which appear in uO ,...) u20 
r(j, pj): Sj in uzi). Moreover, K,, g 6” 
Applying Corollary 3.4 one sees that Km-, s 
for some preimage +2m+l of vZm+r . Let vZm+l,L = ‘Eizna+r. Now apply 3.4 Bf 
more times. For the jth application we assume that 4Ym-j+I satisfies 
0 ) v¶ s..*, %(m-i) , V2(m-j)+l ) u2(m--j)+l ) v2:alm-iJ-l)+l i-l )..‘) VZm+l,i--l!* 
Therefore, Km-j satisfies P(u, ,..., u2(m-jj ) v2fm-ij+I’9... ’ , If Tve let 
VZ(rn-j)-+l,j = VZ(m-g+n 7 VZ(rn-j)-%l,j = v2(m-sie)+n,j-1 I*.‘> Zm+l,i ~ 
48r/27,‘3-4 
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V 2,+l,j-l , we see that K,+ satisfies P(u, , v1 ,..., u2(n-j) , v~(,,-~)+~,~ ,..., 
vzm+J. Thus, after m + 1 steps, K,, E d satisfies P(u, , v~,~ ,..., vZm+r,J. 
Each uzi is a tuple of distinct generators of F. Thus, if w2i+1 is the F skeleton 
Of V2i+l,m 3 w2i+l is a word on the & which appear in us, u2 ,..., u2i, and F 
satisfies P(u,, wr , u2 ,..., wZm+t ). Since F C d, Q satisfies this formula. By 
our reductions, this completes the proof of Theorem I. The embedding is 
si = qi, pi). 
THEOREM II. Let G&Z,) and H be nontrivial groups. A positive sentence 
of L holds in G*H if and only if it holds in all free groups. 
Proof. Let F be a non-abelian free group. Let CD be a positive sentence 
of L. By Theorem I, there is an embedding Si + P(i, pi) of F into G*H such 
that @ holds in F if and only if it holds in G*H. By Theorem 1.3 CD holds in F 
if and only if it holds in all free groups. 
THEOREM III. Let G&Z,), G’(gZ,), H and H’ be nontrivial groups. 
G*H and G’*H’ satisfy precisely the same positive sentences of L. 
Proof. Let 6, be a positive sentence of L and let F be a non-abelian free 
group. By Theorem II, @ holds in F if and only if it holds in G*H and if 
and only if it holds in G’ * H’. 
THEOREM IV. Let G(c&Z,) and H be nontrivial groups. A positive sentence 
of L holds in G*H if and only if it holds in all groups. 
Proof. A positive sentence holds in G*H if and only if it holds in all free 
groups; it holds in all free groups if and only if it holds in all groups. 
That these results cannot be extended to the infinite dihedral group Za*Za 
can be seen from the following theorem. 
THEOREM V. There exists a positive sentence di of L true in Z,*.Z, and false 
in Z*Z. 
Proof. Let CD be (V’x)(Vy)[[x”, y”] = 11. CD holds in the dihedral group 
because the verbal subgroup X2 is generated by abab, where a and b are the 
generators of the factors. That @ is false in Z*Z is clear because Z*Z is free; 
thus, [x2, yz] = 1 if and only if there is a ,z in Z*Z such that x = Z~ and 
y = z, for some m and n. Since Z*Z is not cyclic, CD cannot hold in this group. 
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